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Abstract—Hardware specialization is commonly used in datacenters to ameliorate the nearing end of CMOS technology scaling. While offering superior performance and energy-efficiency
returns compared to general-purpose processors, specialized accelerators are bound to the same device technology constraints,
and are thus prone to similar limitations in the future. Once
technology scaling plateaus, accelerator and application tuning
will reach a point of near-optimum, with no clear direction for
further improvements.
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies follow
different scaling trends due to different physical properties and
manufacturing techniques. NVMs have inspired recent efforts
of innovation in computer systems, as they possess appealing
qualities such as high capacity and low energy.
We present the COmpute-REuse Accelerators (COREx)
architecture that shifts computations from the scalabilityhindered transistor-based logic towards the continuing-to-scale
storage domain. COREx leverages datacenter redundancy by
integrating a storage layer together with the accelerator processing layer. The added layer stores the outcomes of previous
accelerated computations. The previously computed results are
reused in the case of recurring computations, thus eliminating
the need to re-compute them.
We designed COREx as a combination of an accelerator and
specialized storage layer using emerging memory technologies,
and evaluated it on a set of datacenter workloads. Our results
show that, when integrated with a well-tuned accelerator,
COREx achieves an average speedup of 6.4× and average
savings of 50% in energy and 68% in energy-delay product.
We expect further increase in gains in the future, as memory
technologies continue to improve steadily.
Keywords-accelerators; memoization; emerging memories;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Specialized hardware such as GPUs and domain-specific
accelerators have become increasingly popular over the
past decade. Hardware specialization represents the shift
towards alternative computing models, which is motivated
by the end of Moore’s Law for CMOS technology scaling,
currently projected by the ITRS to take place in 2021 [1].
Hardware specialization couples domain-specific accelerators
and applications to deliver higher performance within a given
power envelope or for the same energy rates. This positions
accelerators as an appealing building block for future datacenters and has sparked the emergence of datacenter accelerators
in both industry [2]–[4] and academia [5]–[7] which was
made possible by changes to the software stack [3,8].
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Figure 1: Accelerator with Compute-Reuse Storage.
Unfortunately, the implications of the end of Moore’s Law
are not solely restricted to general-purpose processors, as
accelerators are also implemented using transistors. Since
hardware specialization is limited by the number of ways
that exist to map computation problems to a fixed hardware
budget, accelerator gains cannot improve beyond a certain
point. When transistors have stopped scaling, and all available
transistors are specifically tailored to a given computation,
additional optimizations will not be possible. The pressing
question at this point should be: can systems keep improving
their computing capabilities, even when the number of
transistors has stopped increasing?
In contrast to the nearing end of CMOS scaling, recent
advancements in emerging memory technologies have shown
promise for future scaling. Compared to traditional DRAMs,
Phase-Change Memories (PCMs) have superior storage due
to the ability of storing multiple bits in a single memory
cell [9]–[12], Resistive-RAM (ReRAM) crosspoint structures
have superior density [13,14] since cells scale to small feature
sizes [15,16], Spin-Transfer Torque RAM (STT-RAM) has
been shown to have superior performance while reducing
energy costs [17,18], and the density and energy efficiency
of Magnetic Domain-Wall Racetrack memories motivated its
use in on-chip memories [19].
An important observation for datacenter workloads is that
in many scenarios datacenters process the same computed
data. Internet traffic has been empirically shown to follow
skewed Zipfian distributions [20,21]; video encoders in

II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
A. Specialization and Scalability
The inevitable end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling
renders traditional processor performance and energy scaling
models obsolete and motivates a shift away from existing
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services like YouTube compress identical blocks stemming
from spatial redundancy in the encoded video frames; search
engines fetch the same popular pages for different search
terms, and access patterns were also shown to have skewed
distributions in cloud services such as media [22] and social
networks [23].
The re-manifestation of the same computed data introduces
redundancies in accelerator execution, which could (and
should) be avoided, by leveraging mechanisms for memoization of redundant computations [24]. Given the correct storage
to compute cost ratio, it is possible to record an accelerated
kernel’s inputs and results and store them. In the case that a
previously encountered input is fed into an accelerator, the
pre-computed result is fetched from a storage device instead
of being re-computed by the accelerator, therefore saving
transistor-based compute and energy.
We present COmpute-REuse Accelerators (COREx) that
employ emerging memory technologies as an auxiliary
storage layer for the purpose of memoization. The COREx
architecture builds a customized memory hierarchy, optimized
for the accelerator. By shifting recurring computations from
accelerators to the memory domain, COREx essentially
trades technologically non-scaling transistor logic for
still-scaling storage. Figure 1 shows how compute-reuse
storage is embedded as an extension layer to the acceleration
fabric, consisting of loosely-coupled accelerators (LCAs)
[25,26]. LCAs and host processors have isolated memory
spaces and explicitly communicate via DMA transactions,
making LCA designs a natural target for memoization.
We explore the use of ReRAMs, PCMs, Racetrack memories, and STT-RAMs for memoization tables. We show how
COREx can be optimized for different goals: runtime, energy,
and energy-delay product (EDP). The contributions of this
paper are as follows:
• We present a discussion on workload redundancy in
datacenter accelerators, quantitatively focusing on two
case studies: video encoding and traffic compression in
search engines.
• We develop a framework for accelerator memoization,
discuss tradeoffs, and present an end-to-end flow that
specializes compute-reuse memory layers for a variety
of accelerated computations and optimization goals.
• We design the COREx prototype, and tune it separately
for performance, energy, and EDP. We show that
compared to well-tuned accelerators COREx achieves
an average speedup of 6.4×, consumes 50% less energy,
and reduces EDP by an average of 68%.

Figure 2: Transistor, Accelerator, and NVM Trends. Marked
Points are Existing Systems; Dashed Lines are Projections.
computing paradigms to achieve sustainable technological
growth [27]. Specialized hardware became the focus of
recent studies that integrate new programming models with
domain-specific accelerators to deliver more efficient compute
capabilities compared to general-purpose processors under a
given hardware budget.
Unfortunately, the end of CMOS scaling that motivated
specialization also implies that specialization gains cannot
continue growing. Specialization relies on co-optimization of
computation problems and hardware to achieve an efficient
mapping of the computation problem to a given transistor
budget. The gains from mapping algorithms to given hardware
are capped since the optimization space is not unlimited, and
when hardware stops scaling co-optimization gains cannot
exceed the point of near-optimum. This will necessitate a shift
away from direct dependence on the non-scaling transistor
technology in future accelerators.
In contrast to CMOS process technology, modern memory
and storage systems continue to scale. Figure 2 depicts
traditional scaling trends, and uses contemporary projections
to predict future technology scaling curves. For transistor
density scaling, we used existing CPU datasheets from past
databases [28,29] and extrapolated the curve following the
current predictions of the ITRS roadmap [1] for the end of
Moore’s law in 2021. For accelerator adoption in HPCs, we
use the statistics of six recent years from the Top500 list [30],
when it started listing accelerators and co-processors. For
storage density scaling we used the ITRS “More Moore”
technology roadmap for NVMs, and data from existing
academic [31] and commercial devices [32].
B. Memoization Requirements: Three C’s
Proper memoization designs must meet several criteria.
We term them as the Three C’s for Memoization:
Ê Correct Results: Memoization must preserve computation semantics by always producing the same result as the
non-memoized computation, a property known as “referential
transparency” [33]. This property requires the construction

Ccompute ≥ Clookup + Phit ·Chit + (1 − Phit ) ·Cmiss
Cmiss = Ccompute +Ctable_update ; Chit = Ctable_read
Memoization is therefore profitable if the following holds:
Phit ≥

Clookup +Ctable_update
; 1 ≥ Phit ≥ 0
Ccompute +Ctable_update −Ctable_read

(1)

C. Reuse Opportunities in Datacenters
The increase in datacenter energy consumption has sparked
changes in every layer of the datacenter stack in search of
efficient means of processing. This trend leads to growing efforts of designing and integrating accelerators in commercial
datacenters [2]–[4].
While accelerators enable energy-efficient datacenter processing capabilities by specializing for common computation
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of a generalized input set that consists of every input and
element in the system state that can affect the computation
outcome. For example, the search results for the term: “where
am I” fed as input to a search engine depend not only on the
input itself, but also on additional state such as the inquirer’s
location. This suggests that search engine memoization solely
based on the search term might not produce correct results,
as the correct result is different for distinct locations. As
we show in this work, memoization can be naturally done
for loosely-coupled accelerators. Since the relation between
computation results and input is deterministic and welldefined, correctness is guaranteed by design. This makes
memoization of accelerated kernels natural and appealing
compared to datacenter memoization which is softwarebased and requires ad-hoc program adaptations or employing
particular software frameworks [34]–[36].
Ë Constrained Storage: While storage scaling rates show
promise for the coming years, we strive to keep storage tables
constrained to ensure a feasible implementation of the storage
layer. In order to achieve confined memoization storage, one
must understand how computation input values vary. If the
input variance is high, the amount of information that needs
to be stored might exceed the available storage.
Ì Costworthy Reuse: The last requirement is the profitability of memoization. The cost of the memoized computation should be greater than the costs of storing, looking
up, and fetching computation results. This requires an
understanding of tradeoffs in the compute and computereuse design spaces. For instance, large reuse tables yield
better coverage, however, as table size increases, access times
and energy increase accordingly. Depending on memoization
granularity, input behavior, and the mapping of computation
to reuse tables, memoization might, or might not, be of gain.
We formulate the prerequisites for memoization profitability using a general cost model. The cost function (e.g.,
runtime) for each operation x is marked as: Cx . For simplicity,
we assume that lookups are always done, and the original
computation is done only in case of a miss.
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Figure 3: Traffic Reuse and Storage Requirements Across
100K Web Searches; A Retrieved versus Reused Records,
B Retrieved versus Uniquely Stored Traffic Size.

templates (e.g., machine-learning computations and graphprocessing), recurring data patterns in datacenter workloads
provide an additional opportunity for further efficiency.
Case Study I: Web-Server Traffic Compression: The
steady increase in client-server traffic has brought traffic
compression to the frontline of web-server designs. Recent
surveys report that roughly 70% of all websites use gzip
or one of its variants for traffic compression [37]. Gzip is
supported by Apache and has been used as the baseline for
Snappy [38], which is Google’s compression library for its
datacenters, big data processing machines, and internal RPCs.
Recently there have been several proposals for embedding
datacenters with hardware implementations of gzip in ASIC
and FPGA [39,40]. We present a case where memoization
support for compression accelerators in datacenters is useful.
In this scenario, we demonstrate the behavior of a web-based
search engine that compresses result traffic. We collected a
trace of database server traffic using the TailBench clientserver benchmark suite [41]. The trace consists of the traffic
generated by 100k search queries to a Xapian server [42]
simulating a Wikipedia search engine. The generated traffic
consists of records containing Wikipedia abstracts; each
search query returns up to 25 records. In this scenario, it is
likely that different terms will hit on the same records as
part of their query result (e.g., “sign” and “language” can
both retrieve the Wikipedia abstract for “sign-language”). As
the number of tracked search terms grows, the fraction of
previously retrieved abstracts grows accordingly.
Figure 3 depicts the timely mapping of: A the records
retrieved by search queries and the number of recurring
records, i.e., records fetched by more than one query, and the
fraction of recurring records from overall retrieved records; B
server traffic generated by retrieved records and the increase
in capacity for a theoretical storage device that uniquely
maps the traffic by records, i.e., without storing any record
more than once. The figure highlights two interesting trends:
(i) since the searched database is finite, the capacity required
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Figure 4: Video Encoding Execution Time Breakdown.
to construct the irredundant storage device saturates when the
more popular records are already mapped, therefore mapping
retrieved traffic to a confined storage device is possible.
(ii) Record reuse rate increases to ∼80%, and is expected to
increase further as the number of searches grows. From this
experiment, we conclude that traffic compression accelerators
for web search servers can gain from reuse storage.
Case Study II: Video Encoding: We present a different
compute-reuse scenario that is not caused by recurring server
traffic, but by redundant computations in video encoding.
Video services have become increasingly ubiquitous over the
past decade, and in specific, video uploading and sharing
among different users. In 2015, the reported upload rate for
YouTube servers was estimated at 400 hours of video every
minute [43]. These rates establish the popularity of video
encoders making them a target for hardware acceleration [7].
Modern video encoding techniques rely on the spatiotemporal locality in distinct parts of the encoded frames;
each frame is split into groups of pixels, referred to as:
“macroblocks”. The locality assumption for video macroblock
handling is that many videos consist of a few continuously
moving subjects and a stationary background. Therefore,
macroblocks that comprise the background tend to have fewer
changes, while the macroblocks corresponding to moving
objects can be tracked across frames in a process called:
“motion estimation”. Under the assumption of continuously
moving objects, video encoders predict the future location of
the moving objects’ macroblocks in a process called: “motion
compensation prediction”.
Figure 4 shows an execution time breakdown of the main
tasks in the x264 video encoder [44], for a sequence of the ten
longest videos from the YouTube Faces video dataset [45].
The breakdown statistics were gathered from profiles of
multiple x264 executions on a 40-core x86 machine, using
32 threads. From the depicted breakdown, it is apparent that
macroblock handling accounts for a large ∼88% fraction of
overall runtime, and specifically, more than 60% is attributed
to motion estimation and motion prediction alone.
Interestingly, the stationary nature of macroblocks that
video encoders leverage can be exploited in the context of
memoization as well due to the computational redundancy
made by processing recurring stationary macroblocks. Figure 5 demonstrates a visualization of macroblock reuse in a
video, for different macroblock sizes. As expected for small
macroblock sizes (8 × 8), after four seconds of video 77% of
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Reused Blocks Are Marked in White.
a frame’s blocks were already recorded in previous frames.
As macroblocks size increases, it is harder to match recurrent
macroblocks. This figure demonstrates a fundamental tradeoff
for memoization, which can be applied to equation (1):
while potential memoization gains are higher for expensive
computations with larger inputs (Ccompute ↑), larger inputs
are often harder to match, since they are less likely to exhibit
high recurrence rates (Phit ↓).
III. T HE CORE X A RCHITECTURE
COREx adopts a storage-centric approach to reduce the use
of transistor-based accelerators by using memoization to fastforward redundant computations. It relies on the integration
of an auxiliary storage layer to back the computation layer.
In this section, we present the fundamental elements of the
COREx architecture. We describe the integration of COREx
in the accelerator flow, present the main hardware components
in the COREx scheme, and show the different stages of the
hardware/software co-design flow.
A. Execution Flow
Accelerator Coupling: Accelerator models can be classified as Tightly-Coupled Accelerators (TCAs) and LooselyCoupled Accelerators (LCAs) [46]. While TCAs are integrated with the CPU’s pipeline and share its caches, LCAs are
equipped with private scratchpad memories and communicate
with the CPU via DMA transfers. LCA designs are considered
more flexible, as they are not confined to a specific CPU
architecture, they do not compete with CPUs over caches,
and their use of heavily-banked scratchpad memories makes
them a better fit for data-intensive workloads.
Accelerator Flow Modifications: One of the main appeals
of the LCA model is that by decoupling DMA transfers
from accelerator executions, they can be orchestrated independently and benefit from DMA optimizations such as
double-buffering. The decoupling of input, execution, and
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Figure 6: Accelerator Execution Flavors.
output makes LCAs ideal for memoization, since accelerators
are relatively stateless and have no side effects on the system
memory. Referential transparency is, therefore, guaranteed bydesign without additional workload assumptions or support
from the software stack. To support memoization, we
modified the original execution model. Figure 6 shows
a sequence of three kernel computations under different
execution flows: A the traditional model, which corresponds
to a serial input → compute → output execution, B a
double-buffering model by Cota et al. [46], which improves
utilization by overlapping execution and DMA transfers, and
C the “HLR” model: the new COREx flow of: “Hash→
Lookup→ Reuse”, which is integrated with the accelerator
compute stage. In the example given, the first two executed
kernel inputs were already recorded by previous executions,
while the third kernel input is a new input. Numbers signify
the stages of different HLR executions. Ê The first input
is incrementally hashed as DMA transfers are fed to the
accelerator (therefore the “H” and “I” stages overlap), and
then the hash result is looked up in the table at the “L” stage.
Ë When the input is fully hashed, the hash lookup “hits”,
i.e., the hashed input matches the input fed to the accelerator,
therefore the output can be fetched from the table instead of
recomputing the input. Ì Once the output is fetched, in the
“R” stage the computation is reused i.e., sent back to the CPU.
The input of the third kernel was not previously recorded,
therefore, in Í it results in a “miss” in the “L" phase, and
the accelerator subsequently executes. We also examined a
policy in which accelerator execution speculatively overlaps
with the lookup and aborts on lookup hit, but we found
that the runtime gains of this approach were insignificant
compared to the added energy costs.
B. Top-Level Design
To support the HLR execution model, we integrate new
hardware structures with the existing LCA hierarchy, as
shown in Figure 7. Since storage tables might be large, table
accesses may have high timing and energy costs. Therefore,
we designed the COREx architecture to have a two-phase
lookup. A lookup of the hashed input in a small cache,
and a full input comparison using entries stored in the
large, RAM-like table. Without the first lookup phase, the
flow still works correctly but might have more unnecessary
accesses to the large table. We added three structures to
the baseline accelerator; (i) the Input Hash Unit (IHU): a
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Figure 7: COREx Top-level Block Diagram.
computational unit handling DMA transfers of input, which
constructs “index” and “pointer” hashes for incoming input
blocks. (ii) the Input Lookup Unit (ILU): a cache indexed
by the index hash value and tagged by the pointer hash,
and: (iii) the Computation History Table (CHT): a large
table addressed by the pointer hash. The CHT records past
accelerator executions. Each CHT entry contains a tuple of:
{computation input, computation output}. When fetching the
entry, COREx does a full comparison between the fetched
input and the input stored in the scratchpad and returns the
fetched output in case the inputs match. As efficient table
accessing is critical for timing and energy [47], we designed
the CHT as a RAM array aggregating multiple memory
banks that are organized in correspondence to two layout
parameters: (i) level of bank interleaving: dividing the CHT
space addressed by CHT pointer to distinct groups of smaller
banks, and (ii): level of bank parallelism: distributing a
single CHT entry across multiple parallel banks with smaller
word size, such that the aggregation of the words read from
the parallel banks constitutes the CHT entry.
The execution across all structures is orchestrated by the
pipeline controller. All pipeline stages are shown in Figure 8.
As the figure shows, there are three possible scenarios for the
COREx flow: Ê hit: the pointer hash is matched in the ILU,
and computation input matches the input of the fetched CHT
entry, and the CHT output is used instead of computing the
kernel via the accelerator, Ë miss: the pointer is not matched
by the ILU, therefore the pre-computed result is not in the
CHT, Ì false-hit: the pointer hash is matched in the ILU,
but the fetched entry contains a different input, therefore the
accelerator needs to compute the kernel results.
C. Input Hashing
The first execution stage is the input hashing stage. This
stage is done by the IHU, which incrementally constructs
hashes as input blocks are fed to the accelerator. In our
experiments, we found that a tree-based bitwise xor is
a good fit for incremental construction, and generates
a near-uniform distribution. The N-bit hash function is
described as follows: given the N-bit hash value currently
{0,..,N−1}
stored in the register file, Rcurrent , an M-bit input block,
{0,..,M−1}
I
(without loss of generality, we assume: M = ` · N),
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{0,..,N−1}

the hash value calculated in the next cycle, Rnext
R0next
R1next

←
←

R0current
R1current

⊕ I0 ⊕ IN

, is:

⊕ I 2N ... ⊕ I (`−1)·N

⊕ I 1 ⊕ I N+1 ⊕ I 2N+1 ... ⊕ I (`−1)·N+1

...
N−1
N−1 ⊕ I 2N−1 ⊕ I 3N−1 ... ⊕ I M−1
RN−1
next ← Rcurrent ⊕ I
Figure 9a demonstrates the input hashing operation: Ê an
“input start” signal is received, marking the beginning of an
input DMA sequence. Ë the IHU tracks the DMA transfers
of input blocks and uses the xor-tree to calculate hashes of
the input. The IHU concurrently constructs two hashes to use
in the lookup stage: (a) the “index hash”, an N-bit hash used
as index to the ILU, and (b) the “pointer hash”, an Ñ-bit
hash (Ñ > N) used as a pointer to the CHT, and is stored
in the ILU as tag. An “input done” signal received finalizes
the incremental hash values, and therefore in Ì , the IHU
initiates a lookup to the ILU via the COREx interconnect.
COREx uses two hash values to achieve both coverage
and accuracy. Since the lookup determines whether or not to
access the large CHT, its decision is performance and power
critical. We use the index hash as an index to the ILU for
low latency and power efficiency in case of a miss. The use
of a pointer hash as tag increases confidence by reducing the
number of “false-hits”, i.e., redundant accesses to the CHT
that end up as a mismatch following a full input comparison.
D. Input Lookup
Once the input hashes are constructed, they are used to
access the ILU, a set-associative cache indexed by the index
hash, and tagged by the pointer hash. The ILU’s data array
contains pointers used to access the CHT. Figure 9b shows
an example of a successful lookup; Í the lookup is initiated
by the IHU, which accesses the ith set using index hash =
Ptri,2 ; Î the pointer hash is compared with all of the set
tags, matching Ptri,2 in way 2; Ï the matched pointer hash,
Ptri,2 , is used to access the CHT.

E. Compute-Reuse
The final stage is fetching and reusing results from the
CHT. Figure 9c shows an example of a 32 banked CHT, in
which each CHT entry, i.e., {kernel_input, kernel_output} is
distributed across four banks, and the CHT address space
is divided to eight equally sized spaces. Compute-reuse is
done in the following steps: Ð a fetch request is sent from
the ILU (using the address of Ptri,2 ), matching a group of
parallel banks. The fetched CHT entry is stored in a buffer
and forwarded via the interconnect to the accelerator, which,
in Ñ COREx performs a full input comparison by comparing
the kernel input stored in the scratchpad memory, with the
{kernel_input} from the fetched entry. In Ò , comparison is
completed, verifying that the requested input matches the
CHT entry, and the result can be used instead of using the
accelerator, and is sent via DMA on the SoC interconnect
back to the host processor, as the final computation result.
F. End-to-End Design Flow Example
We demonstrate the end-to-end design flow of the accelerated architecture co-designed with specialized compute-reuse
memory layers. This process involves an understanding of
the costs of accelerated kernels and underlying memory
technology, and an exploration of the memoization tradeoff
space to maximize the effectiveness of the memory modules,
depending on the optimization goal.
We used the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) computation as a case-study. In video encoding, SAD is used as
a metric for differences between blocks of pixels referred
to as: “macroblocks”. Using SAD, the encoder constructs a
motion vector for objects in the video. Figure 10 provides
an auxiliary visualization for the motion vector construction.
Application Programming: Memoization requires a highlevel understanding of the program. Fortunately, the required

B

C

Figure 10: Motion Vector Construction; A the previous frame.
B current frame C the constructed motion vector.
Parameter
Clock Cycle Time
Loop Unrolling Factor
Loop Pipelining
Array partitioning (=Mem. Ports)

2000

Motion vector

Explored Values
2ns, 4ns, 6ns, 10ns
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
True/False
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64

// Definitions: search an 8x8 pixel macroblock
// in a 20x20 pixel search block
#define MX 8
#define MY 8
#define SX 20
#define SY 20
#define dX (SX/2)
#define dY (SY/2)
__kernel__ void SAD(rgb** mb,rgb** sb,int** res) {
for (int i = 0; i< SX-MX; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j< SY-MY; j++) {
res[i][j]=0;
for (int x = 0; x< MX; x++) {
for (int y = 0; y< MY; y++) {
res[i][j]+=abs(sb[i+x][j+y]-mb[x][j]);
}
}
}
}
}
..
// Main program
for (int x = 0; x< IMAGE_WIDTH; x+=MX) {
for (int y = 0; y< IMAGE_HEIGHT; y+=MY) {
id = x*IMAGE_WIDTH + y;
// dma2DCpyFromHost/Acc(dest,src,x1,x2,y1,y2):
// DMA copies of a 2D array, src[x1:x2][y1:y2],
// to a flat array: dest[0..(x2-x1)*(y2-y1)]
// from the host/accelerator to the accelerator/host
dma2DCpyFromHost(mb[id],img,x,x+MX,y,y+MX);
dma2DCpyFromHost(sb[id],ref,x-dX,x+dX,y-dY,y+dY);
SAD(mb[id],sb[id],acc_res[id]);
dma2DCpyFromAcc(res[id],acc_res[id],0,SX-MX,0,SX-MX);
}
}

Snippet 1: SAD Computation in Video Motion Estimation
Accelerator Design: Since the end of Moore’s law dictates
that accelerator gains will be limited by the design points
achievable under a fixed transistor budget, we wish to
estimate the characteristics of highly-tuned accelerators
that are tailored for three different optimization goals: (i)
minimal execution time, (ii) minimal energy spent, and: (iii)
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Figure 11: SAD Design Sweep Across Traditional (“BASE”)
and Processing-In-Memory (“PIM”) Accelerators.
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reasoning involves defining the memoized kernel and decoupling it from its inputs and outputs, all of which are
already done by programmers when writing kernels and
programs. Snippet 1 demonstrates an implementation of a
SAD kernel using an API compatible with heterogeneous
programming frameworks such as CUDA or OpenCL. Since
the kernel, its inputs, and its outputs are already defined by
the programmer no additional programming effort is needed
since memoization correctness is guaranteed by the compiler.
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Figure 12: SAD Trace Table Exploration. Hit, Miss, and
False-Hit Rates As a Function of ILU+CHT Space Sizes.
minimal energy-delay product (EDP). We used Aladdin [48],
a performance, power, and area estimation framework for
accelerators that operates in a similar fashion to an HLS tool.
We tested a range of parameters, detailed in Table I to find the
optimal levels of software pipelining and parallelism, RTL
clock cycles, and degrees of memory level parallelism. We
explored two accelerator designs: a “BASE” design which
refers to an accelerator with SRAM scratchpad memory
banks connected to a logic chip with registers and specialized
computation lanes, and a “PIM” design which refers to a
Resistive-RAM scratchpad packaged with an in-memory logic
layer that carries out the arithmetic operations. Figure 11
shows all obtained design points (highlighting the per-goal
optimal points) and dashed Pareto curves of fixed EDPs.
Trace Mapping Exploration: We quantify the level of
compute-reuse in the SAD kernel, in order to estimate the
effectiveness of memoization tables for the application. We
constructed a trace simulator that collects workload input
and output traces and characterizes their distribution with
respect to different table sizing, from which we derive the
table hash width. As input we used traces extracted from ten
videos from the YouTubeFaces dataset [45] and classified the
table performance according to the number of hits, misses,
and false-hits which were defined in Section III-B. Computereuse is expected due to spatial-redundancies in video frame,
similar to those discussed in Section II-C.
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Figure 13: COREx Gain Space Exploration for SAD. Optimal Gains and Design Points Are Detailed in Each Graph.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of hit, miss, and false-hit
rates for different ILU and CHT hash widths. The figure
reflects the following trends: (i) as expected, higher miss
rates and false-hit rates are observed for small ILU and CHT
sizes, accordingly, and: (ii) the hashing function experiences
higher collision rates for hash sizes that are multiples of
eight, resulting in the periodic patterns shown in the figure;
this is the result of aliasing introduced by the 8-bit RGB
channel representation of the video images in the input trace.
Memory Layer Specialization: Following the construction of the map of hits, misses, and false hits, we estimate the
gains achieved by COREx for each design goal. We integrate
the memory layers with the goal-optimized accelerator, and
conduct a design sweep for each memory technology and
pair of ILU+CHT hash sizes under different CHT layouts.
We simulate the tables using Destiny [49], a contemporary
emerging memory modeling tool. Figure 13 shows the
sweeps across the space of possible gains, highlighting the
configuration that achieved the best gain. For presentation
purposes, we removed non-beneficial configurations (e.g.,
ILU and CHT sizes that did not achieve speedups). As the
figure reflects, the best speedup for all memory technologies
was around 2.7×, while energy and EDP savings depend on
the characteristics of each technology’s resistive memory cell
and layout. For energy and EDP savings, the beneficial space
(i.e., configurations that produce gains) is smaller than the
space for runtime. This is due to the use of banking which
parallelizes accesses to small aggregated memory modules
with low access latency. The use of a large CHT is suboptimal when optimizing for energy, due to high energy costs
of parallel accessing, and static power dissipated by large
arrays. Finally, for all design goals, we saw that gains improve
as table space increases up to the point of diminishing returns.

IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of using
COREx with ReRAMs, PCMs, Racetrack memories, and STTRAMs. We compare COREx against highly-tuned accelerators. We explore accelerators with SRAM-based scratchpads
connected to a CMOS-based logic chip, similar to previous
academic proposals [5,46,50]–[52]. We also processing-inmemory accelerators that consist of logic cores which are
packaged with Resistive-RAM based memory arrays on the
same die to reduce data movement costs. We tailor each
accelerator to a specific application, and extract input traces
to specialize the memory-based tables, following the end-toend COREx design flow discussed in Section III-F.
A. Methodology
Evaluated Workloads and Inputs: We outline all evaluated datacenter workloads in Table II. For the video encoding
kernels, i.e., “DCT” and “SAD”, we used videos from the
YouTube Faces dataset [45], and expect gains from block
reuse in videos, as described in Section II-C. “Snappy” is
the compression algorithm used by Google, and we used it
as an example for traffic compression of Wikipedia query
responses. We used 13 million queries generated by a Xapian
DB server [41,42] containing abstract dumps published by the
Wikipedia foundation [54]. As we described in Section II-C,
web query results tend to hit the same pages, therefore we
expect to see recurring results even for different queries,
resulting in multiple kernel executions for the same blocks.
The growing popularity of graph-centric social networks and
content recommendation systems has driven the emergence of
graph processing accelerators. We included several graph processing algorithms in our experiments: (i) the single-source
shortest-path (“SSSP”) algorithm used by map navigation

Kernel

Domain

Use-Case

Kernel Source

DCT

Video Encoding

Video Server

x264 [44]

SAD

Video Encoding

Video Server

PARBOIL [53]

SNAPPY (“SNP”)

Compression

TailBench [41]1
Snappy-C [55]

SSSP (“SSP”)

Graph Processing

Web-Server Traffic
Compression
Maps Service: Shortest
Walking Route

BFS

Graph Processing

Online Retail

MachSuite [57]

RBM

Machine Learning

Collaborative Filtering

CortexSuite [59]

Internal

Input Source and Description
YouTube Faces [45]. 10 Videos, 10 Seconds, 24 FPS,
Warmup 1st Sec., 8×8 Macroblocks.
YouTube Faces [45]. 10 Videos, 10 Seconds, 24 FPS,
Warmup 1st Sec., 8×8 Macroblocks,20×20 Searchblocks.
Wikipedia Abstracts [54]. 13 Million Search Queries,
Up to 20 Retrieved Abstract Per Query, 4KB Abstracts.
DIMACS, Graphs of NYC Streets [56], 10 Million Zipfian
Transactions, 264K Nodes, 733K Edges.
Amazon Co-Purchasing Network [58], 10 Million Zipfian
Transactions, 403K Nodes, 3M Edges.
Netflix Prize: Movie Ratings [60]. 10 Million Zipfian
Transactions, 150K Floating Point Weights.

Table II: Evaluated Workloads, Input Sources, and Use-Cases.
Kernel
Runtime[µs]
Energy[µJ]
EDP[pJs]

DCT
7.32
8.98
396.88

SAD
5.85
6.16
148.75

SNP
0.88
10.17
8.99

SSP
1.95
2.98
8.05

RBM
50.15
1.5K
78K

BFS
2.69
15.03
64.06

Table III: Kernels and Optimal Design Sweep Points.
services such as Google Maps; we used the roads of New
York as a case study. In this scenario, a datacenter serves
navigation requests to find the shortest walking path between
two addresses. We used a graph containing five-hundred
adjacent streets as accelerator input, as most walking paths
are limited to a few blocks. (ii) The Breadth-First Search
(“BFS”) graph traversal algorithm which we used in the
context of product co-purchasing recommendations in online
retailer services. In our experiments, we used the Amazon
product co-purchasing network taken from data gathered by
Leskovec et al. [58]. (iii) The Restricted-Boltzmann Machine
(“RBM”) is a machine-learning algorithm used by online
content services for collaborative filtering, i.e., to detect usercontent correlations. We used the Netflix prize dataset [60] to
construct an accelerator for a movie recommendation system.
Zipfian traffic: Datacenters and web-servers are designed
to satisfy biased traffic. More specifically, traffic has been
shown to abide by Zipf’s Law; a statistical linguistic law,
formulated in 1929 [61] stating that given a corpus of
words (i.e., a large dictionary), words are distributed in an
inversely proportional manner to their popularity, i.e., the
ith most common word is distributed proportionally to i−1 .
Interestingly, Zipf’s Law was shown to apply for internet
traffic [20,21], and it was empirically shown to be the key
component for enterprise traffic compression [62]. Therefore,
as some datacenter requests are more popular than others,
some computations have high repetition rates, and this repetition might manifest as recurrent (and redundant) accelerator
computations. For “SSSP”, “BFS”, and “RBM” we generated
traces that follow a Zipfian distribution with 75%, 90%, and
95% skew rates. These skew rates are conservative compared
to the rates used by recent studies [5,63,64].
Accelerator, COREx Tables, and Interconnection Modeling Framework: For each workload, we ran a design
sweep for the accelerator core using the Aladdin modeling
framework [48] and the Destiny memory modeling tool [49]
1 TailBench is a client-server benchmark suite, in which the server provides
the computational services for the client; therefore, we focused our evaluation
on the server side only.

COREx Interconnect
Flit-Size Latency
Energy
64-bit
1ns
30pJ

Bank Muxing
Latency
Energy
√
#Banks×20ps # Banks×2fJ

Table IV: General System Parameters.
to simulate both scratchpad and the ReRAMs for PIM-based
accelerators. We extracted the best results for each design
goal. We also used Destiny to model the ILU and CHT
memory layers in COREx as ReRAM, PCM, STT-RAM, and
Racetrack memories. We used these technologies as it is likely
for some of them to scale post the end of Moore’s Law. We
used heavy memory banking and block-level parallelism to
achieve low latency and low dynamic energy accesses to the
large CHT storage layer. Since the hashing scheme is coupled
with the table organization and banking mapping, it is bank
aware, which enables the selection of the appropriate bank via
muxing done outside the CHT (i.e., lookup phase) to further
reduce energy. Since Aladdin models 45nm CMOS logic
and scratchpads, we use 45nm memories for fair comparison.
We set interconnection energy and latency following recent
NoC studies [65,66]. For each workload, we swept across
both traditional and PIM accelerators and picked the optimal
points as the baseline accelerator. Table III summarizes the
optimal accelerator design sweep points. The parameters for
interconnect and muxing are shown in Table IV.
Evaluated Configurations: In our evaluation we use
the tuned accelerators as the baseline for comparison, and
tune COREx for three optimization goals: Runtime-OPT is
the configuration that achieves the best speedup compared
to the runtime-optimized accelerator; similarly, EnergyOPT and EDP-OPT are the configurations that save the
most in energy and energy-delay-product, for the EnergyOPT and EDP-OPT accelerators, respectively. We explore
different memory layer implementation alternatives for the
ILU and CHT using emerging memory models that are
used by researchers: Resistive-RAM (ReRAM) [67]–[69],
Phase-Change Memory (PCM) [10,70], Spin-Transfer Torque
RAM (STT-RAM) [18,71], and Domain-Wall Memories
(DWM), commonly known as Racetrack memories [19,72].
We derive different configuration design points based on the
optimization objectives and the relations between the given
workload and underlying memory technology. Table V shows
the optimal ILU and CHT configurations for each memory
and optimization goal. For presentation purposes, we present

Optimization
Target
Runtime
Energy
EDP
Runtime
Energy
EDP
Runtime
Energy
EDP
Runtime
Energy
EDP
Runtime
Energy
EDP
Runtime
Energy
EDP

Workload
DCT

SNP

RBM.75%

RBM.95%

BFS.75%

BFS.95%

PCM
CHT
4GB:2×64(12ns)
16MB:2×1(374ns)
536MB:2×8(374ns)
274GB:2×512(14ns)
2GB:2×32(374ns)
4GB:2×512(102ns)
2TB:16×9K(11ns)
No Gains
19GB:2×293(374ns)
1TB:32×18K(11ns)
4GB:2×36(1µs)
19GB:2×73(1µs)
8TB:16×2K(14ns)
No Gains
1GB:2×259(34ns)
8TB:4×2K(20ns)
536MB:2×16(374ns)
1GB:2×129(102ns)

ILU
524KB
524KB
524KB
8MB
8MB
1MB
134MB
2MB
8MB
8MB
65KB
16MB
131KB
8MB
524KB
262KB

Racetrack
CHT
4GB:2×64(2ns)
2MB:2×1(50ns)
134MB:2×16(193ns)
1TB:2×512(13ns)
No Gains
1GB:2×512(50ns)
1TB:2×37K(2ns)
No Gains
1GB:2×73(764ns)
629GB:2×37K(1ns)
76MB:2×73(764ns)
1GB:2×73(764ns)
8TB:4×2K(13ns)
8MB:2×32(50ns)
543MB:2×2K(13ns)
8TB:4×2K(13ns)
33MB:2×32(50ns)
543MB:2×2K(13ns)

ILU
524KB
65KB
262KB
8MB
131KB
134MB
4KB
8MB
65KB
4KB
16MB
32KB
16KB
8MB
65KB
16KB

ReRAM
CHT
4GB:2×64(2ns)
16MB:2×8(3ns)
536MB:2×32(7ns)
1TB:2×512(10ns)
8GB:2×256(9ns)
34GB:2×512(20ns)
1TB:2×37K(1ns)
614MB:2×586(6ns)
19GB:2×36(7ns)
629GB:64×37K(1ns)
1GB:2×586(13ns)
19GB:2×4K(3ns)
8TB:4×2K(10ns)
67MB:2×32(13ns)
17GB:2×2K(7ns)
8TB:4×2K(10ns)
543MB:2×259(3ns)
17GB:2×2K(7ns)

ILU
524KB
524KB
524KB
8MB
8MB
8MB
134MB
134MB
2MB
8MB
67MB
2MB
16MB
524KB
524KB
8MB
16MB
524KB

STT-RAM
CHT
4GB:2×64(2ns)
16MB:2×1(321ns)
536MB:2×16(321ns)
1TB:8×512(6ns)
1GB:2×32(321ns)
2GB:2×512(82ns)
1TB:2×37K(2ns)
1GB:2×36(1µs)
19GB:2×146(1µs)
629GB:2×37K(1ns)
2GB:2×36(1µs)
19GB:2×146(1µs)
8TB:4×2K(16ns)
67MB:2×8(320ns)
1GB:2×64(321ns)
8TB:4×2K(16ns)
134MB:2×8(321ns)
1GB:2×64(321ns)
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(b) Energy Savings for Energy-OPT COREx.
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Figure 15: Energetic Breakdown for Energy-OPT Schemes.

(a) Speedups for Runtime-OPT COREx.
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Table V: Optimal Table Configurations For a Subset Of Workloads, Following Memory-Layer Specialization; CHT Total Size
and Layout (N × M = N Interleaved × M Parallel Banks), CHT Bank Latency, and ILU Size. ILUs are 4-Way Set-Associative.

(c) EDP Savings for EDP-OPT COREx.

Figure 14: COREx Energetic and Runtime Gains.
the optimal table configurations for a subset of workloads.
We used a 4-way associative organization for ILU, since we
found that it provided a desirable hit-rate to cost tradeoff.
B. Results
Figure 14 shows the gains in runtime, energy, and EDP for
the workloads evaluated using the design points in Table V.
Results Summary: Compared to the runtime optimized
accelerator, COREx achieves an average speedup of 6.0×
for PCM, and 6.4× for all other memory technologies. In
energetic terms, COREX saves an average of 22%, 27%, 48%,
and 50%, for PCM, Racetrack, Resistive-RAM, and STTRAM, respectively. The EDP savings were 60%, 50%, 68%,

and 62%, for COREx configurations using PCM, Racetrack,
Resistive-RAM, and STT-RAM, respectively.
Behavior Under Different Objectives and Skews: As
reflected by Figure 14 and Table V, the increase in Zipfian
traffic skew achieves higher speedups, but does not result
in a change in the table size in Runtime-OPT. We found
that the reason for this is that the workload configuration for
these workloads was set to the largest CHT (determined by
workload input and output sizes), and therefore achieved the
highest hit rate. Furthermore, we found that CHT hit rate
had a higher impact on the timely performance of COREx
than lookup costs (i.e., Muxing, ILU, NoC, and CHT bank
latencies). When energy was the goal, we saw that table sizes
grew as skew increases. The reason for this behavior stems
from the fact that for higher skews, the marginal leakage and
access costs of increasing the table size were smaller than
the energy gained from increasing the hit rate and using the
tables instead of the accelerator.
Memory Technology Implications: In our experiments,
we saw that all memory technologies achieved roughly the
same speedups with minor differences, this is the result of
COREx’s parallel CHT banking structure, enabling shorter
table access latencies compared to accelerator computation
speeds, while the choice of underlying memory technology
plays a less significant role. In general, when runtime is
the primary objective, optimal CHT sizes are large, and are
roughly the same size for all memory technologies, given the
same workload. For PCM, we see that in three benchmarks
there were no configurations that achieved energy gains, but
we saw that gains were achieved for the same benchmarks

with higher skews. We saw that the reason for this is the high
dynamic energy costs dominating phase-change memories
compared to the other technologies explored. We also saw
that STT-RAMs and Resistive-RAMs achieved superior and
similar energy and EDP rates across most of the workloads.
Energetic Breakdowns: Figure 15 shows the energetic
breakdown of different COREx components for the EnergyOPT configurations, compared to the baseline acceleratoronly configuration. We present the energy spent by the
computing accelerator core, the leakage energy from CHT
arrays, the dynamic CHT access energy (reads/updates), and
all other components (ILU leakage and dynamic energy, the
scratchpad memory (SPM) reads for full-input comparison
and NoC interconnect traffic). As expected, for workloads
that have large traffic skews, tables can save the energy
spent in accelerator core computations and reduce overall
energy spent. The energy costs of COREx components are
dominated by the accelerator core, followed by the rates of
leakage energy of the CHT. In contrast to the other memory
technologies, current phase-change memory models reflect
relatively high write energy and latency, making CHT updates
expensive. As reflected by Table V, since typical ILU storage
size is orders-of-magnitude smaller than CHT size, static
energy rates are negligible, this is also true for the energy
spent by other components (e.g., NoCs and Scratchpad reads).
An Outlook on Compute-Reuse for Accelerators: As
the experiments conducted show, existing non-volatile memory technologies can deliver performance and energy returns
for accelerated architectures, although the depend on traffic
skews and other sources of computational redundancies for
beneficial memoization. As discussed in Section II-A, since
current projections show a steady increase in storage density,
architectures such as COREx which leverage storage as
their primary source of gain will become more appealing.
We speculate that future technology roadmaps will enable the
construction of denser tables with smaller arrays and expand
the applicable table space for compute-reuse architectures,
thereby delivering the same hit rates for smaller costs, or by
improving accelerator returns for lower hit-rates.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Table VI summarizes the different properties of previous
studies and how they relate to this work. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous hardware memoization study
had explored coarse-grained memoization for accelerators
nor the use of large NVM-based tables for memoization, no
previous software memoization study had used memoization
for accelerated applications, and no study had suggested
memoization as a tool to alleviate the transistor-based
scalability limitation is accelerated systems.
Datacenter Acceleration: The appealing performance
efficiency of hardware specialization and recent ubiquity
of ASIC and FPGAs motivated the integration of specialized
hardware in datacenters and cloud servers. Academic studies

Memoization

Accelerators/
Big-Data or
Emerging Massive
GPUs/HSAs Datacenter Apps Memories Storage

3
7
7
7
3
7
3
7
3
3
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
7
7
7
3
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
3
3
COREx
3
3
3
3
Table VI: Taxonomy of Related Studies.
[76]–[83]
[84]
[85]–[87]
[88]
[34]–[36]
[2,5,7,74,75]
[3,4,73]
[71,89,90]
[67,69,91,92]

7
7
7
7
3
3
7
7
3

developed specialized hardware for Memcached [5], Apache
and Hadoop [73], Bitcoin mining and video transcoding [7],
DRAM-based reconfigurable datacenter fabrics and the
effects of “dark-silicon” servers [74]. In industry, commercial
datacenters have begun shifting towards heterogeneity with recent efforts of specialization using FPGAs [2,75], ASICs [4],
and GPUs [3]. As shown in this work, we believe these
schemes and future accelerated datacenters would benefit
from memoization, as it would increase their computation
scalability using emerging memories.
Memoization: Memoization has been extensively explored
in past work and is supported by modern programming
environments. To the best of our knowledge, it has not yet
explored as a means to trade CMOS-based computations for
scalable memory technologies, nor has it applied to entire
kernels in accelerated systems.
Hardware memoization schemes were studied prior to the
emergence of accelerators. In contrast to COREx, they were
implemented using small tables and targeted fine-grained
recurring computations such as instructions [77,78], math
functions [76], floating-point ops [79], instruction scheduling
sequences [81], and basic blocks [80].
Compiler-centric memoization studies employ optimizations to memoize different targets by exploiting redundancy in
distinct code regions, such as loops [82], pure functions [83],
and shared library code for datacenter applications (e.g.,
Memcached [84]). Recent efforts to integrate memoization
into datacenters focus on changes to the software stack to
improve storage [35], or eliminate redundant computations
via iterative processing in MapReduce frameworks [34,36].
Compared to existing software and datacenter memoization,
COREx is fit for accelerated architectures. Its flow does not
require any specific workload assumptions or programming
framework properties to guarantee memoization correctness.
COREx gains from the low runtime overhead of hardware
implementation. For example, the typical latencies measured
in this work are on the order of a few microseconds, which
are orders of magnitude less than commercial Memcached
latencies [93]. Low overheads are critical to preserve the
advantage of hardware acceleration over software in modern
datacenters [2] and enable the deployment of large memoization tables to yield better coverage. Furthermore, not all
memoization opportunities are reflected at the software layer;

in cases such as the video example in Section II-C, blocks
are reusable only when constructed on-the-fly when videos
are processed. In our experiments, we saw that macroblock
reuse rates across videos were insignificant, therefore having
a pre-constructed software database would not be useful.
Several memoization studies were explored in the context
of GPUs targeting finer-grained computations, like rendering
of pixels [85], approximate scatter/gather patterns [86],
caching of texture computations [87], or using ReRAM
based CAMs for fine-grained computations [88]. Compared
to these works, COREx supports coarse-grained memoization
by combining a comprehensive design flow of large tables
and emerging memories that open up new opportunities
for memoization. Since COREx does not rely on internal
structures (e.g., GPU shader units) it offers a solution that
applies to a wide range of accelerated applications.
PIM / NVM-Based Accelerators: The ubiquity of bigdata workloads and progress made in die-stacking manufacturing technologies have motivated the re-emergence of
processing-in-memory (PIM) architectures, originated in the
1990s [94,95]. Modern PIM architectures reduce the costs of
data movement between logic and memory dies by vertically
stacking memory and logic layers on the same die (“3D
stacking”) [96], or packaging multiple dies on the same
silicon substrate (“2.5D stacking”) [97].
The emergence of new memory models has motivated
researchers to explore new avenues of using memory to
accelerate big-data applications. Recent studies explored an
in-situ acceleration of neuromorphic computations [67,90,91]
combinatorial optimizations [69] and array-operations [92].
While some PIM accelerators rely on emerging memory
technologies, they tackle the “memory wall” problem that is
induced by the high costs of memory accesses in traditional
architectures. In contrast, COREx uses scalable memory
technologies to replace logic, rather than bringing memory
closer to logic. As we compared with PIM accelerators in
Section IV, the gains from memoization and PIM-based
acceleration are independent and can be combined.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented COREx, a storage driven computereuse architecture for future datacenter accelerators. We
discussed the implications of the end of transistor scaling in
accelerators, while presenting still-scaling storage as means
to make future improvement in computation capabilities
possible. We integrated contemporary emerging memory
technologies to construct COREx in order to compensate for
non-scaling CMOS technology by transforming transistorbased computations to table storage which continues to
scale. We presented a detailed overview of the COREx
architecture, and apply it to accelerated kernels to improve
runtime, energy, and EDP. Beyond the presented gains, the
concept of transforming problems to the still-scaling storage
domain shows promise for future architectures. We believe

that these gains will improve as future memory technologies
keep scaling, paving the way for storage-centric architectures.
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